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About This Game

Witness the sinking of RMS Titanic. Explore the shipwreck. Titanic VR is a diving
simulator and immersive interactive story. With over 6 hours of game-play Titanic

VR you will leave with a greater understanding of the historic tragedy that unfolded
in 1912.

Diving to the bottom of the North Atlantic, you take on the role of Dr. Ethan Lynch, Associate Professor of Maritime
Archaeology at the fictional University of Nova Scotia. With funding from a mysterious investor, Dr. Lynch and his PhD
Candidate Jean Robinson have set out aboard a research vessel to dive the wreck of Titanic and answer questions that have

remained submerged for a century. This game allows you to explore the shipwreck inside and out and recover items and
complete missions such as recovery of a downed ROV, Documentary Film Making and the creation of a photomosaic.

In the 1912 experience, players will witness key events through the eyes of a survivor onboard lifeboat 6. It is an historically
accurate recreation of events, based on eye-witness testimony and substantial research. Players will leave with a deeper

understanding of this historic and tragic event.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Titanic VR
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
Immersive VR Education Ltd
Publisher:
Immersive VR Education Ltd
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 or above

DirectX: Version 12

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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Ok, I wanted to love this. I didn't even get to far and realized I had to return this. I tried the experience first, really wanted to
feel like I was on the titanic and get a feeling for what they must have felt. As I'm listening to the captain tell his first mate to try
and contact a ship I noticed the graphics were not the best and somewhat blurry, I could fix this I thought. I turned around to
look out at the woman and children on the escape ships I noticed vertical lines everywhere. It felt like I was looking at a messed
up monitor. I thought maybe something wonky was up with my computer so I restarted and tried again, still there. Looked for
mention of it from someone else before I wrote this review as I don't want to steer anyone in the wrong direction if it is my
computer. Found others mentioning this. Sadly have to return it, wanted to love it. Maybe they'll fix it down the road and I can
pick it up.. Pretty poor and very buggy. I hate having to not recommend this title but it did not live up to expectation. The
snapshot of the voyage was very brief, no showing of the ship before sinking, no showing the ship hitting the iceberg and a
greatly accelerated rendition of the sinking which was a bit sterile and the graphics too basic.

I love what they have tried to capture with sitting in the lifeboat which was well done but it was just not enough.

The majority of the game is exploring the wreck 100 years later with a basic mini game. While this was a nice addon I
personally would have preferred for the focus to have been on the voyage and the sinking itself.

After Apollo 11 I had great hopes for this title especially when I heard there would be real actors however it did not live up to
what I was expecting. I would not pay for the title given the chance again and think it would be better suited as a subscription
play.. Educational, relaxing tour of the ship.
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